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Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), based on primary ions within the MeV energy domain, also known as
MeV-SIMS, is a subject of increasing scientific interest. The main drive for the interest in the development of
MeV-SIMS is the ability to desorb high yields of large non-fragmented organic molecular ions from the sample
surface. This makes MeV-SIMS particulary useful in imaging of biological tissues.
Imaging methods based on scanning a focused primary ion beam are associated with demanding focusing of
the heavy energetic ions. As an alternative, stigmatic imaging mode has been studied here, applying point-topoint imaging characteristics of secondary ions in the linear Time-Of-Flight mass spectrometer. In stigmatic
imaging approaches, spatial resolution is independent of the focussed spot size of the ionising primary ion beam,
but instead dependant on the ability of the ion optics to project an image of the ion distributions removed from
the surface onto a position sensitive ion detector.

1. Introduction
Molecular imaging plays an important role in biomedical research,
providing both identification and lateral distribution of molecules in
living organisms [1–4]. Molecular imaging is frequently applied to
study the drug metabolism in pharmaceutical research [5–8], as well as
plant [9,10], animal [11] and human physiology [12,13].
Among the techniques of Mass Spectroscopy Imaging (MSI), the
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry [14,15] with high-energy heavy
(swift) ions (MeV-SIMS) [16] is emerging as a novel tool for molecular
imaging at intact, chemically non-processed sections of biological materials. In contrast with the conventional Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), which uses atomic or cluster ions with energies ranging
between 0.5 and 30 keV, it provides significantly higher yields of nonfragmented ionised species [17,18]. Secondary ions are in this case
formed in a specific desorption process, induced by the collision of
heavy ion with the energy in the MeV range (swift ion) with insulating
material, governed by electron stopping processes instead of nuclear
collisions. Specific characteristics of MeV-SIMS offer analytical possibilities in cases where other MSI techniques such as SIMS, DESI
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(Desorption electrospray ionisation) [19] and MALDI (Matrix-assisted
laser desorption ionization) [20–22] experience difficulties, linked to
low high-mass molecular yields (i.e. SIMS), specific surface preparation,
or low lateral resolution (DESI, MALDI). The development of MeV-SIMS
technique at Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) [23,24] was motivated as a
complementary chemical imaging method to elemental imaging with
micro-PIXE [25–27]. For the MeV-SIMS technique, a 2 MV tandetron
accelerator [28] is used to accelerate 35Cl ions having charge states of
5+, 6+ and 7+, to corresponding energies between 5 and 12 MeV.
The energy and charge of the primary ion beam are customized by the
needs of the research, with lower energy ions favouring tighter beam
focusing and enabling higher lateral resolution, while higher energy
ions being used, when higher yields of non-fragmented heavier molecular ions (i.e. m/Z > 1000 Da) are desired. The most commonly used
ions for the molecular imaging with MeV-SIMS at JSI are 35Cl6+ with
energy of 5.8 MeV.
Currently, there are two modes of MeV-SIMS in operation at JSI.
The pulsed beam mode of MeV-SIMS operation is using a pulsed primary ion beam, which bombards the sample residing in a vacuum of
about 5 × 10−7 mbar. The sputtering process then desorbs the
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a mass spectrometer at JSI.

secondary ions from the sample, which are extracted into the 1 m long
drift tube with an MCP detector at the end by the extraction voltage of
several kV (Fig. 1).
Time of flight (ToF) of desorbed molecules measures the time
elapsed between the primary ion strike onto the sample and the signal
recorded at the MCP detector. The ToF is then used to calculate the
mass-to charge (m/z) values of the ionised secondary molecules. The
primary beam is pulsed with a parallel plate deflector, positioned in the
direction of the beam, 7 m upstream from the sample. One of the plates
of the deflector is constantly biased at 900 V, and the other is switching
from 0 to 900 V for short duration, i.e. 30 ns. The frequency of such
pulses is 10 kHz, which results in a poor duty factor of less than 0.1%.
Therefore, the need to achieve relevant counting statistics dictates wide
opening of microprobe forming slits, which results in a moderate primary beam size enabling the lateral resolution of typically
15 × 15 μm2.
In the pursuit to develop mass spectroscopy imaging with sub-micrometre resolution, which would enable sub-cellular molecular imaging within single cells, we developed the alternative measuring mode
using a continuous primary ion beam. In this case, a focused primary
swift ion beam of approx. 5000 ions/sec is scanned over the sample (a
thin biological tissue slice, suspended on a thin conductive supporting
membrane). A continuous electron multiplier (CEM, channeltron) positioned behind the sample detects the arrival of each individual primary ion pulse and triggers the start signal for TOF measurement. Such
technique allows us to reach sub-micron lateral resolution, as we are
able to strongly reduce the sizes of the slits in the microbeam forming
system. In addition, the elimination of time uncertainty related to the
finite length of the primary ion pulse in the pulsed beam mode, the
timing (mass) resolution of the spectra in the continuous primary beam
mode is also greatly improved. As the samples should be prepared very
thin (3–5 μm) to enable the penetration of the swift primary ions to the
CEM detector, the continuous primary mode MeV-SIMS is not applicable on specific materials, i.e. human hair [29].
A major constraint in further improvement of the MeV-SIMS is connected with the focusing power of the quadrupole triplet, limited to the
primary ion rigidity of 8 MeV amu/Z2. The molecular yield in MeV-SIMS
conditions scales approximately as the third power of the stopping power
of the primary ion at the surface of the sample [30]. At 2 MV tandems,
35 6+
Cl ion beams could be accelerated to the energies of up to 14 MeV, a
beam of potentially high quality characteristics for the MeV-SIMS. This
is, however, beyond the reach to focus on our focusing beam optics,
consisting of standard Oxford magnetic quadrupole triplet lens [31].
It is of potentially great interest to overcome the need to focus highenergy heavy primary ions (swift ions) for MeV-SIMS. One of the

approaches allowing imaging mode of analysis without the focusing of
the primary swift ions is relaying on the so-called stigmatic imaging.
Stigmatic imaging is a specific property of the electrostatic cylindrically
symmetric lenses to transfer charge particles originated from a distinct
point in the object plane to a well-defined point in the image plane.
2. Characteristics of the einzel lens at the entrance of ToF detector
At the JSI MeV-SIMS setup, the extracted secondary ions enter the
linear TOF spectrometer through an einzel lens consisting of three
electrodes. The middle one can be biased to a selected voltage, while
the other two are grounded. Through generation of electric field by the
three electrodes, einzel lens focuses secondary ions without changing
their energy. Due to the axially symmetric electric field, it is able to
perform point to point focusing of secondary ions, referred to as stigmatic imaging (Fig. 2) [32,33].
The application of the einzel lens at the entrance of the TOF spectrometer drastically improves the collection efficiency of secondary
ions. In general, the yield of secondary ions can be enhanced to nearly
100% collection efficiency. In addition, the application of the entrance
electrostatic lens offers a convenient alternative for the focusing of the
primary ion beam. Its sigmatic imaging ability allows the application of
a homogeneous broad beam, which impacts the selected area of interest
on the sample to enable simultaneous imaging of the entire impacted
area. In this case, focusing with quadrupole lenses is avoided, which
largely simplifies the hardware complexity. In addition, much higher
primary ion fluxes are possible and its intensity could easily be turned
to the capacity of detection system. In this case the MeV-SIMS analysis
could be executed with high magnetic rigidity primary ion beams, optimal for the secondary molecular ion yields.
The theoretical calculations based on above equations, as well as
calculations done by SIMION program [24], predicted the optimal bias
on the einzel lens to be approx. 1300 V, which increases the yield of
secondary ions for at least one order of magnitude (Fig. 3).
3. Time-Pix detector
In order to understand the trajectories of desorbed molecular ions in
the spectrometer, we replaced our MCP stop detector with the TimePix
secondary ion detector. TimePix detector is a fast position sensitive
detector, developed [34] within the CERN hosted Medipix collaboration (www.cern.ch/medipix) and previously applied to various spectrometry applications including stigmatic imaging [35–38]. Secondary
ions at the end of the flight tube of the TOF spectrometer are detected
for their arrival time and position by Timepix chip positioned after a
2
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After we successfully installed and applied the detector on the TOF
mass spectrometer, we were able to gain better understanding of operation of our einzel lens and enabled us a precise in operando alignment. The used primary ion beam was 5.8 MeV 35Cl6+, and measurements were performed on the Leucine amino acid reference sample,
consisting of leucine spin–coated on a Silicon wafer the acquired
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.
The time resolution of the TimePix detector amounts 20 ns, which is
rather poor for the application in ToF mass spectrometry. The detected
stop pulses are significantly spread over time, thus mass resolution of
acquired results was limited to m/dm = 300. Nonetheless, the low mass
resolution had limited effect on our experiments, as the acquisition of
high mass resolution spectra was not our primary goal. Our goal was to
explore the ability of stigmatic imaging and the achievable resolution
was sufficient.
4. Results
4.1. Operation of einzel lens
In the initial testing phase of the setup, the secondary ions produced
at the centre of the observed sample frame, were not spatially focused
at the TimePix detector, when the einzel lens was biased by the voltages, predicted by the ion optical simulations. We observed that increasing the bias of the einzel lens resulted in secondary ions impact
outside the TimePix detector and were thus not recorded. With the
detection system turned on (in operando), mechanical realignment of
the TOF spectrometer consisting of iterating translations of the spectrometer axis both in vertical and horizontal direction of 100 µm, resulted in the formation of a well-defined focus in the central part of the
TimePix detector (Fig. 5).
After carefully completed realignment of the TOF spectrometer, we
observed the spectrometer collection efficiency as a function of einzel
lens voltage. The measured collection efficiency (Fig. 4) shows a dependency on the einzel lens bias voltage well in agreement to the one
obtained by theoretical simulations. In the case of sample bias voltage
at 3 kV, einzel lens bias of 1500 V leads to the maximum detection efficiency.

Fig. 2. Schematic figure of the MeV-SIMS setup and the stigmatic imaging of
secondary ions by einzel lens. Blue and green trajectories demonstrate the
translation of secondary ions to the specific 2D point on TimePix detector. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

double-stack MCP detector. The impact of secondary ion on the MCP
stack produces an electron shower, which is detected by the sensitive
area of the Timepix setup positioned 2 mm behind the back MCP.
The TimePix detector consists of an array of 2 × 2 Timepix chips.
Each of the four Timepix chips applied in the TimePix detector has
dimension of 1.4 × 1.6 cm2 and consists of 256 × 256 pixels. The
centre-centre spacing of adjacent pixels is 55 µm. Each pixel of the
Timepix chip can be individually selected to operate in one of the three
different modes: 1.) the Medipix mode, where each pixel counts the
number of incoming particles, 2.) the time-of-arrival mode, where the
arrival of one particle is measured with respect to an external trigger/
shutter signal, 3.) the time-over threshold mode, where the time is
measured during which a fired pixel stays over a certain detection
threshold. For the purposes of MeV-SIMS operation, we were using the
time-of-arrival operation mode, where the trigger signal correlates with
the arrival of the primary ion pulse.

4.2. Stigmatic imaging
The quality of stigmatic imaging was evaluated by applying a focused pulsed primary 5.8 MeV 35Cl6+ beam with dimension of
15 × 15 µm2 to the silicon wafer spin-coated by leucine.
In the first series of measurements, we parked the primary beam at
the centre of the sampling frame. The integrated signal of secondary
ions at the TimePix detector as a function of their position were recorded as a function of the einzel lens bias. The number of hits as a
function of secondary ion position at the TimePix detector with
512 × 512 pixels are shown in Fig. 5. The distribution of the ions at the

Fig. 3. Dependence of number of total counts of the MCP detector as a function of einzel lens voltage both in theory (above) and experimentally acquired (bellow).
Sample bias was set to 3 kV.
3
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Fig. 4. Spectra of the Leucine amino-acid standard, acquired by the TimePix detector.

the nozzle, which forms and shapes the field to attract the secondary
molecules. The optimal sample lens distance was found at 8 mm and all
the results reported here were obtained at this position.
Results show the action of the einzel lens in maximizing the yield of
secondary ions. The ratio between the total secondary yields with einzel
lens turned on and off is ∼12, which presents the opportunity to reduce
the primary beam size by a factor of about 3 without compromising
sensitivity compared to the previous setup. The 5.8 MeV 35Cl6+ primary
ion beam was previously focused to 15 μm with respect to optimal
count rate. Using the einzel lens, we can cut and focus the same beam
down to 5 μm diameter or less with the same resulting counting rate at
the mass spectrometer. The optimal focusing voltage does not differ
significantly for the secondary ion masses ranging from 1 to 1000 Da.
The lateral resolution as a function of einzel lens voltage follows the
trend of detection efficiency and reaches its peak at approx. 1510 V
(Fig. 6).
It is important to know, that the sample must be rotated by a polar
angle of 55° in order to have its surface perpendicular to the axis of TOF
spectrometer, and successfully extract and detect secondary ions.
Therefore, the dimensions at the horizontal (x) axis are stretched by a
factor of 1/cos(55°). The primary ion beam was scanning in transverse
direction over the area of 1.3 × 1.3 mm2, thus the effective scanned
area over the tilted sample was 1.3 × 2.3 mm2. Since the axis of the
mass spectrometer is aligned with the normal of the sample plane, the

Fig. 5. Total number of Leucine [M+H]+ secondary ions, detected as a function of their striking position at TimePix detector, when parking the primary ion
beam at the centre of the sample frame. Ion count is shown two dimensionally
(above), and in 1D (bellow). FWHM of the peak is 45 µm in horizontal and
40 µm in vertical direction. The final stigmatic imaging resolution was estimated by deconvolution of the primary ion beam diameter of 15 × 25 µm2.

TimePix detector could be reasonably fitted with a symmetric two-dimensional gaussian function.
We observed similar behaviour when using sample biases of 1 kV,
2 kV and 4 kV, with optimal lens voltages at approximately 500 V,
1000 V and 2 kV, respectively. We also obtained similar results with
negatively biased lens. The optimal einzel lens value for sample bias of
−1 kV was found at approx. +1070 V. The optimal positive lens voltage therefore corresponds to approx. ½ of the sample bias, while the
optimal negative voltage has its value similar to the absolute value of
sample bias. All the parameters are also dependent on the position of

Fig. 6. Lateral resolution (FWHM) of secondary ions on the MCP detector as a
function of einzel lens voltage. Optimum is found at 1510 V, which corresponds
to the optimal voltage for highest total ion yield.
4
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Fig. 7. Position dependent total counts of secondary ions on MCP detector when irradiating the centre spot of the sample without (a) and with (b) einzel lens, when
scanning the full horizontal (c) and vertical (d) line over the sample.

matrices in order to obtain an insight into the resolution behaviour as a
function of distance from the axis (Fig. 8). The results show the influence of the distance from the central axis. The resolution on the far
right edge at the centre of the vertical axis worsens to a value of 75 μm,
and the resolution on the lower edge at the centre of the horizontal axis
to a value of 60 μm. At the corner of the full scan rectangle, the resolution worsens to values above 100 μm. The stigmatic imaging resolution degrades with increasing axial distance from the optical axis,
as expected from the axial symmetry of the einzel lens.
5. Conclusion
The application of the two-dimensional position sensitive detector
with fast time ability (TimePix) enabled us a valuable insight in the
operation of the linear Time-Of-Flight mass spectrometer. The properties of einzel lens were investigated with respect to operational parameters and alignment of the spectrometer conveyed in operandi and the
possibility of performing stigmatic imaging with MeV-SIMS was experimentally investigated. The results show, that stigmatic imaging
could be a valuable asset for a fast molecular mapping with modest
lateral resolution of 37 µm, as it eliminates the demand of point to point
scanning. After preliminary attempts to chemically map plant tissue
slices on silicon wafer, it became clear that this type of imaging is extremely sensitive to sample tomography and minute local charging in
comparison to the imaging with a scanning focused beam.
The testing results obtained on reference materials spun over the
silicon wafer indicate that thin and flat tissue slices with metallized
surface layer may be a subject of successfull MeV-SIMS molecular
imaging with broad primary beam, combining stigmatic imaging
property of collecting electrostatic lens, and position sensitive detection
with fast timing resolution.

Fig. 8. Matrix of total number of secondary ions originating from matrix of
points at the sample. The resolution is highly impacted from horizontal shift
and less from the vertical shift off the main axis.

transformation of the x axis is visible on a detector, and the scanned
area corresponds to 256 × 450 pixels on the detector. One pixel with a
size of 55 × 55 μm2 therefore represents area of 5.0 × 5.0 μm2 on the
sample.
First tests with the focused primary ion beam proved the stigmatic
ability of the linear TOF mass spectrometer, equipped with the entrance
einzel lens. The horizontal, vertical and full scans over the Leucine
amino-acid sample desorbed molecules from the distinct arrays of
points aligned along the vertical or horizontal axis. This reflects in the
impact coordinates of the secondary ions to the TimePix detector
(Fig. 7).
FWHM of the peak at Fig. 5 is 45 µm in horizontal and 40 µm in the
vertical direction. We estimated the final stigmatic imaging resolution
by deconvolution of the primary ion beam size at the sample of
15 × 25 µm2. This yields a final resolution of the stigmatic imaging
process of 37 × 37 µm2.
The estimated resolution of the stigmatic imaging of 40 μm is only
valid for secondary ions, which are desorbed near central axis of the
mass spectrometer. The horizontal and vertical line scans over the
samples already suggest, that the imaging resolution of the secondary
ions worsens, as their starting point departures significantly from the
optical axis of the system due to the aberration effects on the einzel lens
optics. To investigate this effect we performed a series of generated 4x4
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